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Secure access to your network and stations

Your information is important : protect it !

Features
Is your IT really secured ?
› Biometrics, smartcard and USB
key authentication

Today, 50% of passwords can be cracked in a few minutes due to their low complexity.
Furthermore, use of antivirus and firewall does no longer guarantee an efficient protection
against confidential information inner attack or laptop theft.

› Secured screensaver
› Random passwords
› Local or centralized administration
of users and token profiles
› Secured safe mode
› Fast and easy integration
(including PKI environment)
› Windows 2000, XP, Vista, Seven,
64 bits.

Use token to secure our workstation !
With ID>Lock, workstation access is secured by
a token (smartcard or security USB key).
With ID>Lock, users must have two
authenticators : a PIN code and a token such
as a smartcard, an USB key or a fingerprint.
It provides security in case of theft and
contributes in making the users more
responsible for their information security.
Users just have to insert their token and type
the PIN code : they are right away and safely
connected !

› AD and LDAP compliant

Daily benefits can easily be measured : the
waste of time due to password issues (omission,
locked accounts, etc.) are a lot fewer.

› ID>Pass compliant

When using ID>Lock you ensure and reinforce
access control to your network.

Catch it
A single security badge to access to IT and buildings
› End user ease of use
› High costs reduction on

All security functions can be located into one single badge : building access, lunch, time recording
and IT security.

Help desk
› Single badge to access to

Secure your immaterial assets

buildings and network
A team of highly skilled security experts is behind IDactis. 10 years of experience in protecting
data and network access makes the difference.

Contacts
P. Lamagnère +33 607 993 560
19 rue du Niger
75012 PARIS

contact@idactis.com
www.idactis.com

IDactis solutions are distributed in the US and in Europe through an exclusive sales channel,
including software and hardware manufacturers as well as VARs.
Our software solutions are fully compatible with the market standards in order to guarantee
upgradeability. Security must not hinder productivity : this is why IDactis solutions are
easy to use, deploy and maintain.

www.idactis.com

Easy to use and to manage
ID>Lock is available on
Professional and Corporate
version.
When starting his workstation, user must insert
his token or presents his fingerprint.

› Corporate/Advanced Edition
(50 workstations or more)

Windows login accounts are securely stored in
the token. Only the PIN code allows to access
to logon information.

Extra features regarding the
Professional version
› LDAP compliant
› Advanced passwords management

and management.

Then user must enter his PIN code. No need for
entering domain name, login and password
account: it is automatically provided to the
Windows session box.

› SMB Edition (Less than 50
workstations)

Windows session in progress are locked or shut
down (depending on your choice) in case of
token withdrawal.

Version dedicated to businesses
requiring high level of integration

Version dedicated to businesses
which quickly want to reinforce
IT security with no impact on

IDactis products range

their infrastructure.
Language : english and french

Authentication

Token : PKCS#11 compliant

SSO

Suite

token (USB key and smartcard) Fingerprint reader - USB memory key

SMB

SMB edition

Local password managment
No centralization

Medium businesses - Large companies

Contacts

Corporate / Bio
Edition

Global or local password managment
Centralized configuration

P. Lamagnère +33 607 993 560
19 rue du Niger
Dedicated directory or not

Global password managment

Lock

Pass
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LDAP - Citrix - TSE
idactis
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Large accounts

Corporate Advanced
Edition
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